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VAL DI FIEMME CELEBRATES FRANCO NONES’ 70th BIRTHDAY
HE WAS OLYMPIC GOLD IN 1968

Italy’s Val di Fiemme hugged his golden champion last Saturday
Nones’ team mates and young skiers gathered in Castello di Fiemme
Val di Fiemme thanks him for his efforts to promote XC skiing in the country


1968: what a year! On February 7th, 1968, Franco Nones won an outstanding gold medal in the 30k event in Grenoble (France), and was the first Italian male athlete in the cross country skiing to climb the first step of the podium at the Winter Olympics. 
Last Saturday, the entire community of Castello di Fiemme in Trentino region (Nones’ birthplace) warmly hugged his champion and proudly celebrated his 70th birthday along with his wife Inger and the mayor of the Italian village, Antonio Barbetta.
The spectacular and touching ceremony started with Nones arriving in an elegant horse-drawn carriage, surrounded by young skiers of local ski clubs, while the brass band played some birthday music. His old team mates, namely Genuin, Ferin, Damolin, Morandini and Piller, as well as other sportsmen and women of the present and of the past, welcomed him and sang “Happy Birthday” to their golden champion, along with the famous hit “We are the Champions”. 
Nones was the first non-Scandinavian and non-Russian male to win a Winter Olympic cross country skiing gold medal. 
Thanks to him too, Val di Fiemme hosted two Nordic World Ski Championships so far (1991 and 2003), and will be hosting the third World Cahmpionships in two years time. 
The Nordic Ski Fiemme Committee, together with some of the main authorities of the region, thanked Franco Nones for his ceaseless availability and kindness he has been showing during the years to collaborate with everyone involved in sport activities in the valley. Franco Nones looked in great shape, wearing the Italian jacket with the 5 Olympic rings. 
A big applause of appreciation and friendship went out to Franco at the end of the ceremony, and to his wife Inger too, cause …behind a great man there’s always a great woman. What else to say. Happy Birthday Franco!

Info: www.fiemme2013.com 


